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Stolit Milano®
The versatile, organic
ultra-fine textured render
Stolit Milano® is a very fine, thin-layer facade render that can be
modelled. Used on external wall insulation systems, rendered
rainscreen cladding systems and on rendered masonry, it is
applied in a thin coat and can then be finished in many different
ways.
Its broad application and colour spectrum combined with handcrafted application techniques and other coating combinations
enable a wide range of surface textures. Depending on the finish,
Stolit Milano® can appear discreetly Mediterranean, create a
metallic impression or have the surface look of a fair-faced
concrete element. The organic Stolit Milano® ultra-fine textured
render is a real all-rounder!

Stolit Milano®, fine spot-smoothing technique

Stolit Milano®, sanded concrete character

Stolit Milano® impresses with a wide range of possibilities for
creating unique textures. Entire facades or, as in this case,
individual elements become eye-catchers.

Stolit Milano® is applied in a single layer using a trowel technique. In this case it is applied onto dark-coloured Stolit K 1.5
finishing render and sanded after drying. This variation reveals
the materiality of the entire coating including the marble grain
texture. It creates the impression of a concrete character with
its deep texture.

Stolit Milano®, fine spot-smoothing technique

Stolit Milano®, coarse spot-smoothing technique with StoColor Metallic
glaze

This variant emphasises the interplay of the different hues of a
single colour shade. In a simple way, this effect gives the facade
a lively and discreetly Mediterranean appearance.

Stolit Milano® is applied in several layers using a trowel technique. Here, the final layer forms a partially applied "coarse spotsmoothed" finish that is emphasised by a glaze coating with
StoColor Metallic. This creates individual surfaces with a lively
texture.
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Stolit Milano®
Versatile and elegant

